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Abstract:  In this paper, a financial market model is presented, where the underlying 
asset price is given by the combination of a two state Q process volatility and a 
compound Poisson process. The formula of European call option price under this 
model is derived. It generalizes the results of Hull and White (1987). At last an 
empirical examination on the Shanghai Stock Exchange Index is done to prove that 
the volatility described by two states Q process satisfies the features of fat tails and 
volatility clustering of financial data. And the numerical simulation results show that 
the option price is related to the volatility of initial time. 
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1.  INTRODUCTION  
 
A classical model for continuous time asset pricing models is of geometric Brownian motion. We will 
call this the standard model. An important feature of the standard model is that markets are complete. 
That is, a contingent claim that is measurable with respect to the filtration generated by the asset price 
process is a redundant claim. However, as has been long known ([1, 2]), empirical studies have shown 
that asset prices often have jumps. The most common model is jump-diffusion model, where Poisson 
jumps have been added to Brownian noise, modeled by a Wiener process. These models are useful to 
model asset prices whose jumps arise from exogenous events (such as natural disasters, interest rate 
announcements, etc., [2, 3]), rather than to model those for which the jumps are intrinsic to the trading 
noise. But it is clearly unrealistic that the volatility of the underlying asset prices is constant in these 
models. 
In the standard model framework, the volatility smile is evident in option prices. To revise the result, 
researchers have tried to relax one of the crucial assumptions of the standard model, namely, that the 
volatility evolves deterministically. Many empirical studies reflect the fact that in reality the volatility is 
not constant but time depending. These models are often referred to as stochastic volatility (SV) models 
of option pricing and have been mostly developed in continuous time, in that trading is assumed to take 
place continuously through time. On the other hand, the GARCH models of volatility, developed in 
discrete time assume that the innovations driving the asset returns and volatility are the same. It is 
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interesting to note that Foster and Nelson ([4]) have shown that the discrete time GARCH models 
converge to continuous time stochastic volatility models, which implies that the two models are related. 
The issue of SV and its effects on option prices have been studied extensively. Some of the work in this 
area include Hull and White ([5]), Melino and Turnbull ([6]), Romano and Touzi([7]). Empirical studies 
have suggested that stochastic volatility model is more realistic. However, both jump-diffusion model 
and stochastic volatility model are deficient in option pricing separately ([8]). It points out that 
jump-diffusion processes with time-varying volatility provide a refined and accurate perspective on the 
option prices. 
In this paper we present a financial market model that has jumps in dynamics of asset prices with 
stochastic volatility. Suppose that the volatility ( , )tσ ω  is a two state Q process on the basis of a Poisson 
jump-diffusion model, asset returns and volatility are uncorrelated. This stochastic volatility satisfies the 
basic two features of fat tails and volatility clustering of financial data. We derive the formula for a call 
option price under this model. It generalizes the conclusion of Hull and White ([5]), which says that 
volatility is stochastic but uncorrelated with the asset price,  and the price of a European option is the 
Black-Scholes price integrated over the probability distribution of the average variance rate during the 
life of the option. Furthermore, in Section 4 we conduct an empirical examination on the SSE (Shanghai 
Stock Exchange) Index to verify that the volatility described by two states Q process satisfies the 
features of financial data. We obtain the option price of Theorem 1 by the use of numerical simulation. 
Section 2 describes the model: Section 3 describes the option prices formula under the model; 
Section 4 describes an empirical test and a numerical simulation. 
 
2.  THE MODEL 
 
Let us consider a general model of a frictionless financial market, where investors are allowed to trade 
continuously up to some fixed time horizon T . We assume that there are two assets ( )P t  and ( )S t . 
( )P t  (the bond) has finite variation on [0, ]T , and its price model is given by 
( ) ( ) ( )dP t P t r t dt=       (0) 1P =                           (1) 
The other asset is "risky". W e assume the dynamic model for the price ( )S t  to be described by the 
stochastic differential equation 
( )( ) ( ) ( ) ( , ) ( ) ( )
( )
dS t t t dt t dB t YdH t
S t
μ λ θ σ ω= − + +−              (2) Let                   { }0( ) exp ( )tt r s dsβ = −∫                                  (3) 
The discounted price process *( )S t  for the security is 
                      *( ) ( ) ( )S t t S tβ=                                     (4) 
In this model, stochastic volatility { }( , ),0t t Tσ ω ≤ ≤  is assumed to be a two States Q  process. 
And the coefficients ( ), ( ) 0, ( ) 0r t t tμ λ> ≥  are assumed to be predictable processes. The process 
{ }( ),0B t t T≤ ≤ is a standard Brownian motion on its canonical space ( , , )ΩB B BF P , and the 
filtration { },0BtF t T≤ ≤  is generated by{ }( ),0B t t T≤ ≤ . ( )H t is the number of random jumps 
in time [0, ]t . And { }( ),0H t t T≤ ≤  is a Poisson process with intensity equal to ( )tλ . ( )B t  and 
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( )H t  are independent processes. The last term in (2) gives rise to jumps in ( )S t of random relative 
jump size Y , and Y  is random variable. ( 1, 2, , ( ))LiY i H t= are i.i.d. random variables with Y , 
which denotes jumps size at random time points 1 2 ( ), , , H tτ τ τL . ( 1, . .)Y Y a s> −  and ( )H t  is 
independent. ln(1 Y)+  is subjet to normal distribution 2 212(ln(1 ), )J JN θ σ σ+ − , and θ  is 
unconditional expectation of Y . 
Remark 1  When the process{ }( , ),0t t Tσ ω ≤ ≤  is constant (i.e. constant volatility), the model (2) 
is well-known as the jump-diffusion model of Merton ([2]). As an example of stochastic volatility model 
caused by finite state Q process, we take ( ) 0tλ =  (i.e. ( ) 0H t ≡ ). 
Remark 2  Obviously, the market model above is generally incomplete. Thus the equivalent 
martingale measure P∗  and the fair price are no longer unique, that is, we can not derive a unique price 
which is irrelevant to risk attitude of inventor. 
It  is known that the financial data have the two statistical features of fat tails and volatility clustering. 
Fat tails means that the kurtosis is greater than 3 , i.e., 
4 2[log ( ) (log ( ))] [ (log ( ))] 3E S t E S t Var S tκ = − > ; Volatility clustering denotes that a big 
wave is often followed immediately by a big wave. In the standard model the asset price is given by  
( ) ( )( ( ))dS t S t dt dB tμ σ= + , and the probability distribution of the asset price ( )S t  at any time is 
lognormal, then 3κ = . We know that it does not satisfy the feature of fat tails. If 1 2 3t t t< < , for 
2
2 1 2 12log( ( ) ( )) ( )( )S t S t t tσμ− − − and 23 2 3 22log( ( ) ( )) ( )( )S t S t t tσμ− − − , the nature of 
independent increment implies that it has no feature of volatility clustering. 
In the following part, we aim to explain our assumption that the volatility ( , )tσ ω  is a two states Q  
process in the model verifying these two features. With the usage a finite state Q  process to describe 
volatility, the probability of the volatility keeping at the original state i is Δiq te−  after time Δt .  
Obviously, the feature of volatility clustering is satisfied.  
Consider the kurtosis κ , it is given as: 
2
2
2
2
4 41 1
22
2 2 21 1
22
exp( ) 3
exp( ) ( )
t t
t t
x
t
x
t
x dxdF dF
x dxdF dF
η ηπ η η
η ηπ η η
ηκ η
⋅
⋅
− ⋅= =− ⋅
∫∫ ∫
∫∫ ∫  
where log ( ) (log ( ))x S t E S t= − . By Schwarz inequality, we have 3κ > , which implies the 
feature of fat tails. 
So stochastic volatility described by a two states Q  process satisfies the basic features of financial 
data. 
 
3.  THE FORMULA OF A EUROPEAN CALL OPTION PRICE UNDER THE 
MODEL 
 
In this section, the purpose is to derive the formula of an European call option price under our model. 
Before  presenting our main result, we recite an approximate algorithm about the distribution of Q  
process integral in [9], firstly. 
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Lemma 1 ([9])  Let tξ  be a two state Q  process and its matrix ( )a a
b b
q qQ q q
−= −  is given. The 
denotation is 
0
T
T sdsη ξ= ∫ . Then its distribution function is defined as ( ) ( )TF x P xη= ≤ . 
Case 1. For initial state t aξ = : 
If ( )x a T t≤ −  then ( ) 0nF x = ； If ( )x b T t> −  then ( ) 1nF x = ； If 
( ) ( )a T t x b T t− < ≤ − ,  then 
( ) 1 1( ) ( )b T t y
b a
kF x dP t xτ− −
−
∞= − ≤∫  
＋
( )
1 10
( )
b T t y
b a dP t xτ
− −
− − ≤∫ ( )1 1 2 1 20 ( )
y b T t
b a dP t xτ
− −
− − ≤∫ ( )2 2 3 2 3( )b T t y
b a
dP t xτ− −
−
∞ − ≤∫ ＋ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅  
＋
( )
1 10
( )
b T t y
b a dP t xτ
− −
− − ≤∫ ( )1 1 2 1 20 ( )
y b T t
b a dP t xτ
− −
− − ≤∫ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ( )2 2 2 1 2 2 1( )b T t yk k
b a
k k kdP t xτ− −
−
∞
+ +− ≤∫  
where                2 2 1 2 2( ) 1 exp( )k k k b kP t x q xτ −− ≤ = − −  
2 1 2 2 1 2 1( ) 1 exp( )k k k a kP t x q xτ + + +− ≤ = − −  
0t t= ；  1i i it t x−= +  
0y x= ； 2 2 1 2k k ky y bx−= − ； 2 1 2 2 1k k ky y ax+ += −  
then ( ) ( )nF x F x→ . 
Case 2. For initial state t bξ = ： 
0 ( );
( ) 1 ( ) ( ) ( );
1 ( ),
n n
x a T t
F x F x a T t x b T t
x b T t
∗
≤ ⋅ −⎧⎪= − − ⋅ − < ≤ ⋅ −⎨⎪ > ⋅ −⎩
 
Where ( )nF x
∗  is according to ( )nF x  in Case 1, the corresponding integral functions is as followed: 
2 2 1 2 2( ) 1 exp( )k k k a kP t x q xτ −− ≤ = − −  
2 1 2 2 1 2 1( ) 1 exp( )k k k b kP t x q xτ + + +− ≤ = − −  
then ( ) ( )nF x F x→ . 
The rate of convergence of the iterated algorithm is ( !)nM nΟ , max( , )a bM q q= . For k  states 
Q  process, there is a similar iterated algorithm and its rate of convergence is ( !)nA nΟ , 
( 1)A M k= ⋅ − . 
In order to price a European call option, we should compute the expectation 
* ( ) exp( ( ) )
T
T tP t
E S K r s ds F+⎡ ⎤− −⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦∫ , where *P  is a equivalent martingale measure of P  and K  is the 
exercise price of a European call option. How to select an appropriate martingale measure *P  is more 
delicate (see [10]). In the following part, we deduce a pricing formula of a call option on condition that 
*P  has been selected. 
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Theorem 1  Let the risk asset price ( )S t  be the stochastic differential equation described by (2). Then 
the price at time zero 0c  of the call option expiring at time T  is given as 
*0 0
( ) exp( ( ) )
T
TP
c E S K r s ds+⎡ ⎤= − −⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦∫  
{ } { }0 0* ( ) ( )*12 0
0 1
( ) exp ln(1 )
T Tns ds r s ds
T T i bP
n i
P H T n E xe z Y Ke I dF
λ θ
ηζη η
∞ − −
− ≥
= =
⎡ ⎤⎛ ⎞⎛ ⎞∫ ∫= = − + ⋅ + + −⎢ ⎥⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟⎝ ⎠⎝ ⎠⎣ ⎦∑ ∑∫
where Fη  is determined by Lemma 1. 
 
Proof:  Let tσ  be a two state Q  process and its matrix ( )a a
b b
q q
Q
q q
−= −  is given. Initial 
conditions are 0(0) 0,S x aσ= > = . The denotation is 20
t
t s dsη σ= ∫ , (0,1)z N  . By the 
Doléans-Dade exponential formula, from (2) we know that 
( ){ } ( )120
1
( ) (0)exp ( ) ( ) (1 )
H tt
T T i
i
S t S s s ds z Yμ λ θ η η
=
= − − + ⋅ ⋅ +∏∫      (5) 
using (5) the discounted process *( )S t  can be written as 
{ } ( )* *12 0
1
( ) (0)exp ( ) (1 )
H tt
T T i
i
S t S z s ds Yη η λ θ
=
= − + ⋅ + ⋅ +∏∫             (6) 
where *( 1,2, , ( ))iY i H t= L  are i.i.d. random variables and 
* 2 21
21
ln(1 ) (ln(1 ) , )n ni J Ji Y N n nθ σ σ= + + −∑    under *P ,  ( )N x is the cumulative distribution 
function of the standard normal distribution. 
 
Denote { }* 0( ) exp( ( ) )TB S T K r s ds= ≥ −∫  
( )( ) *12 0
1
ln(1 ) ln ( ) ( )
H T T
T T i
i
Kz Y s r s ds
x
η η λ θ
=
⎧ ⎫= − + ⋅ + + ≥ + −⎨ ⎬⎩ ⎭∑ ∫  
*1
2
1
ln(1 )
n
T T i
i
z Yζ η η
=
= − + ⋅ + +∑ ， ( )0ln ( ) ( )TKb s r s dsx λ θ= + −∫  
 
Then the price 0c  of a call option for the security model (2) is given as 
  *0 0( ) exp( ( ) )
T
TP
c E S K r s ds+⎡ ⎤= − −⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦∫  * * 0( exp( ( ) ))TT BPE S K r s ds I⎡ ⎤= − −⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦∫  
*
( )
1
20 0
1
exp( ( ) ) exp ln(1 ) exp( ( ) )
H TT T
T T i BP
i
E x s ds z Y K r s ds Iλ η η
=
⎧ ⎫⎡ ⎤⎛ ⎞⎪ ⎪= − − + ⋅ + + − −⎨ ⎬⎢ ⎥⎜ ⎟⎝ ⎠⎪ ⎪⎣ ⎦⎩ ⎭∑∫ ∫
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0 0
* *
( )( ) ( )
1
2
1
exp ln(1 ) ( )
T TH Ts ds r s ds
T T i BP P
i
E E xe z Y Ke I H T
λ θ η η− −
=
⎧ ⎫⎡ ⎤⎛ ⎞⎛ ⎞⎪ ⎪∫ ∫= − + ⋅ + + −⎨ ⎬⎢ ⎥⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟⎝ ⎠⎝ ⎠⎪ ⎪⎣ ⎦⎩ ⎭∑  
{ } { }0 0* ( ) ( )*12 0
0 1
( ) exp ln(1 )
T Tns ds r s ds
T T i bP
n i
P H T n E xe z Y Ke I
λ θ
ζη η
∞ − −
− ≥
= =
⎧ ⎫⎡ ⎤⎛ ⎞⎪ ⎪∫ ∫= = ⋅ − + ⋅ + + −⎨ ⎬⎢ ⎥⎜ ⎟⎝ ⎠⎪ ⎪⎣ ⎦⎩ ⎭∑ ∑
{ } { }0 0* * ( ) ( )*12 0
0 1
( ) exp ln(1 )
T Tns ds r s ds
T T i TbP P
n i
P H T n E E xe z Y Ke I
λ θ
ζη η η
∞ − −
− ≥
= =
⎧ ⎫⎡ ⎤⎛ ⎞⎛ ⎞⎪ ⎪∫ ∫= = ⋅ − + ⋅ + + −⎨ ⎬⎢ ⎥⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟⎝ ⎠⎝ ⎠⎪ ⎪⎣ ⎦⎩ ⎭∑ ∑
{ } { }0 0* ( ) ( )*12 0
0 1
( ) exp ln(1 )
T Tns ds r s ds
T T i bP
n i
P H T n E xe z Y Ke I dF
λ θ
ηζη η
∞ − −
− ≥
= =
⎡ ⎤⎛ ⎞⎛ ⎞∫ ∫= = − + ⋅ + + −⎢ ⎥⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟⎝ ⎠⎝ ⎠⎣ ⎦∑ ∑∫
This completes the proof.  
In [5], Hull and White derived that volatility is stochastic but uncorrelated with the asset price, and the price of an 
European option is the Black-Scholes price integrated over the probability distribution of the average variance rate 
during the life of the option. 
Note that 
{ } { }0 0* ( ) ( )*12 0
0 1
( ) exp ln(1 )
T Tns ds r s ds
T T i bP
n i
P H T n E xe z Y Ke I
λ θ
ζη η
∞ − −
− ≥
= =
⎡ ⎤⎛ ⎞⎛ ⎞∫ ∫= − + ⋅ + + −⎢ ⎥⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟⎝ ⎠⎝ ⎠⎣ ⎦∑ ∑  
is just the price of an European call option in the jump-diffusion model. By Theorem 1, we have the 
following corollary, which generalizes the result of Hull and White. 
 
Corollary 1  Let volatility be a two state Q  process and uncorrelated to the risk asset price. Then the 
price of a European option is the option price in the jump-diffusion model integrated over the probability 
distribution of the average variance rate during the life of the option. 
 
4.  AN EMPIRICAL EXAMINATION 
 
In this section, an empirical examination is done on the SSE (Shanghai Stock Exchange) Index, for the 
comfirmation of the validity of stochastic volatility described by a two state Q  process. Moreover, we 
obtain the option price of Theorem 1 by the use of numerical simulation. 
In reality, the matrix Q  is unknown and the volatility ( , )tσ ω  is not observable. At any time  t  we 
don't know that the volatility ( , )tσ ω  is at state a  or state b . Since the volatility ( , )tσ ω  belongs to 
different states at before and after a stopping time τ , the key problem is to determine stopping times 
τ of state transformation. If these stopping times τ  are determined, the volatility ( , )tσ ω  can be 
estimated in stages. 
Next we recall a result in [11] for estimating the volatility ( , )tσ ω  in stages. 
Lemma 2 ([11])  Let tε  be a white noise and tσ  be a two state Q  process with initial state 
0 aσ = , stopping time min( : )tt bτ σ= = . For the stochastic process t t tx σ ε= ⋅ , there are even 
sample points { 1, 2, , }kx k n= L  of tx  on (0, )T . 
Denote 
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2
1
1 k
k i
i
F x
k =
= ∑ ，    2
1
1 n
k i
i k
B x
n k = +
= − ∑ ，    k k kZ F B= −              (7) 
If T τ≤  , for any {1,2, , }k N∈ L , we have ( ) 0kE Z = ; If T τ> , for any {1,2, , }k N∈ L , 
we have {[ ]} { ( ) max ( )}N N k kN T E Z E Zττ τ⋅ = = . 
We test the features of fat tails and volatility clustering on the SSE Index from Sep. 1, 2003 to Jun. 9, 
2004. There are 180 trading days in total as in Fig. 1. Its yield 1( )t t t tS S Sμ += − is illustrated in Fig. 
2 and the tZ of the yield calculated by (7) is illustrated in Fig. 3. 
 
      
 
Fig. 1. SSE Index (2003.09.01-2004.06.09)             Fig. 2. The yield of SSE Index 
 
 
 
    Fig. 3. Zt diagram for the yield of SSE Index 
 
In these figures, it can be seen that there are two times of state transformation. They appeared at Nov. 
18, 2003 and Apr. 6, 2004 respectively, i.e., the volatility of the yield falls into three stages as 50 trading 
days from Sep. 1, 2003 to Nov. 18, 2003, 92 trading days from Nov. 18, 2003 to Apr. 6, 2004, and 38 
trading days from Apr. 6, 2004 to Jun. 9, 2004. The estimations of tσ for these three stages are 
0.1600,0.2030,0.1816 . From this we know that the volatility in the second stage is obviously 
greater than that in the other two stages. It shows the feature of volatility clustering. In the standard 
model, tσ  is thought as a constant, and the estimation of tσ  should be 0.1943 . It can not inflect the 
variation of the volatility. 
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And we have the kurtosis κ  for different cases as follows 
SSE Index data               1306.5=κ  
tσ  is two states Q  process     0792.6=κ  
tσ  is constant                 7068.2=κ  
From this empirical examination, it is easy to see that the volatility described by Q  process satisfies 
the two features of fat tails and volatility clustering. Whereas the standard model does not satisfy these 
features. 
At last, we calculate the option price of Theorem 1 by numerical simulation. Without loss of 
generality, set initial time 0=t  , interest rate 0=r , parameter 1=λ , the security initial price 
(0) 1S = , and the exercise price of a European call option 1K = . When initial state is 0 0.1600σ = , the 
option price of Theorem 1 is 3749.0  after 170 trading dates. When initial state is 0 0.2030σ = , the 
option price is 5036.0  after 170 trading dates. Form simulation results, it can be seen that the option 
price is related to the volatility of initial time. 
Remark 3  Although the distribution of Q  process integral is not expressed by elementary function 
with finite item, by Lemma 1 the rate of convergence in approximate algorithm is well fast.
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